Not since the emergence of enterohemorrhagic *E. coli* (EHEC) in the 1980s have bacteria gained such attention in the public eye, among food producers, healthcare workers and researchers worldwide. Currently, antimicrobial resistant microorganisms are now recognized as one of the most serious global health threats to both humans and animals worldwide by many national and international agencies alike including the World Health Organization (WHO), the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO), World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), Centers for Disease Control (CDC), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) etc. These agencies all recognize the importance of antimicrobial resistance control and education in how to stem the flow of antimicrobial resistance in animal production and human health. With the emergence of new antimicrobial resistance genes and traits, the risk of human and animal infection as a consequence of drug resistant microorganisms becomes an ever greater threat to the global population and the food animals it needs as a source of protein.

The recent emergence and first identification of plasmid associated colistin-resistant *Enterobacteriaceae* in China (1) has garnered significant attention from the science and non-science communities alike because of the recognition that one of the last drugs of resort used to treat human illness has become significantly diminished and may potentially become useless in the near future. But the bigger questions to consider here are … Has the era of antimicrobial drugs for treating so many diseases started to fade? and what is there for the next generation? As the global population soars to 8.5 billion in the next 15–20 years what will be the outcome for human and animal health? Currently, antimicrobial resistant infections causing death worldwide are estimated to be 700,000 people annually in regions of the world where the population income is ranked low to middle (2). While death rates in the US and EU due to antimicrobial-resistant organisms are estimated to be 23,000 and 25,000 respectively (3,4). The recent O’Neill report also adds perspective to the antimicrobial resistance story by estimating that by 2050 drug resistant infections could cost the lives of an individual every 3 seconds or 10 million people (2).

Since the first recognition and documentation of colistin resistance in China (1), there has been significant worldwide attention in regards to assessing where colistin resistance has emerged and where it currently is. In fact, the author of this editorial has also recently published work identifying *mcr*-1 associated resistance in Avian Pathogenic *E. coli* (APEC) (5) that cause disease in production birds. This paper is just one of the many papers that have emerged over the last two years reporting the detection and characterization of *mcr*-associated resistance in animals and humans and their characterization (6-13). As an example of the explosion of information on *mcr*-1 a Google Scholar® search (as of 05/16/2017) indicates
4,950 hits while a PubMed search in NCBI identifies 266 references.

A better understanding of colistin-associated resistance and its implication for both animal production and human health worldwide are of critical importance in any efforts to combat this emerging resistance. Colistin (polymyxin E) is an old generation drug that was first described in the 1940s; the polymyxins are antibiotic products of Bacillus polymyxa and are peptide antibiotics that act by disruption of cell membrane phospholipids, increasing cell permeability with a detergent like action (14). The drug itself is relatively potent and has systemic toxicity including nephrotoxicity which means its use in humans has been relatively rare until recently. Colistin has been used as an antibiotic in agriculture worldwide but its use has also been variable with China being reported as one of the highest users of colistin (see the following link http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2015/11/21/mcr-gene-colistin/) while other reports indicate that farm use of colistin in some EU countries including Spain, Portugal, France, Estonia and Belgium represents 13, 9, 6, 5 and 3.5% of all farm antibiotic use (see http://sustainablefoodtrust.org/articles/antibiotics/). Other studies report that colistin has been in use in Europe since the 1950s but primarily in pigs for the treatment and prevention of diarrhea in piglets caused by E. coli and Salmonella spp. (see http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Report/2013/07/WC500146813.pdf). Indeed, the emergence of colistin resistance and the identification of the colistin-associated resistance gene mcr-1 is likely linked with the use of colistin as a drug in animal production and feed. In an effort to stem the flow of resistance, one of the largest world users China will withdraw approval for the use of colistin as a growth promoter beginning in April 2017, potentially removing more than 8,000 tons of the drug from Chinese farming (15).

In a follow up to mcr-1 detection in China, many other countries and investigators have also assessed their historical and current stocks of isolates for the presence of the mcr-1 gene and its associated phenotypic colistin resistance. To date more than 30 countries worldwide have reported mcr-1 associated resistance in Enterobacteriaceae from many production animals including veal, swine, poultry, cattle etc. (1,5,11,16-18). In addition, many researchers and agencies have conducted prospective and retrospective studies in an attempt to determine when mcr-1 emerged in these countries. In a similar analysis of Chinese poultry isolates, Shen and colleagues (19) noted that mcr-1 was detected in historical isolates dating back to the 1980’s when colistin was first used in China, which would suggest that the timeline for colistin resistance emergence is more than 30 but potentially closer to 40 years ago. These studies would suggest that colistin resistance has probably been around for a long time and its prevalence is probably underestimated. Other countries will need to follow suit to identify potential emergence dates for mcr-1 but also consider removal of colistin from the list of drugs appropriate for animal feed and as a growth promoter or as a treatment if we wish to try and preserve what little strength the drug still has for human health. Of greater concern is that mcr-1 resistance has also been recognized in human disease and the first cases of mcr-1 associated infection were found in humans including a urinary tract infection (20) and clinical cases (21-23). Since this time, clinical cases of infection associated with mcr-1 colistin-resistant organisms have been recognized worldwide.

In a recent study that begins the process of understanding colistin resistance in China, Wang and colleagues [2017] (24) have investigated and comprehensively analyzed the resistome of poultry production in China and its relationship to colistin resistance and carbapenamase-associated resistance linked with the New Delhi metallo-β-lactam associated (NDM-1) gene. With the recognition of NDM and mcr-1 as emerging and very serious threats for the health of production animals and human health, this study is timely and seeks to better understand the movement and origins of resistance in a complicated food system.

In this study, the investigators set out to examine 739 samples collected between November 2014 to August 2015 (when colistin was still in use) from hatcheries, poultry farms, wild birds, humans (farmers), farm dogs, flies, sewage, slaughterhouse samples (ceca and sewage) and retail meat in the Beijing region for the presence of E. coli, Klebsiella and direct analysis of DNA. All samples collected were subjected to DNA isolation for total DNA present and additional samples were plated on CHROMagar to detect Klebsiella pneumoniae (KPC) and MacConkey for detection of E. coli. All DNA samples collected and isolates of E. coli were screened by PCR for genes associated with mcr-1 and carbapenamase (NDM) resistance. Conjugation assays were used to assess the mobility of resistance and whole genome
sequencing to assess the chromosome or plasmid location of mcr-1 and NDM. Finally, phylogenetic analysis was applied to construct a tree to estimate the E. coli population structure from the isolates and environments sampled.

The findings of this study are interesting, as the role of the environment, people, birds and flies provide for a complicated system from which to understand how mcr-1 and NDM exist and what are the contributory factors in the emergence and sources of resistance to the system and its various hosts. Of interest, the authors of the study detected high levels of mcr-1 in direct samples from hatcheries, chicken cloacae, ceca and meat ranging from 85–97%. Similarly, direct sample testing (DST) from which DNA was extracted for analysis found higher levels of NDM than E. coli that were isolated ranging from 33–62%, suggesting other organisms present in the DNA were potential sources of these resistance traits indicating that there was vast underestimation of the resistome that was contributing to the resistance that is present. This unknown source of resistance was termed the “phantom resistome”. In each sample set analyzed, recovery rates of resistance for blaNDM and mcr-1 were consistently higher in samples where the whole DNA was examined than where isolates of E. coli recovered from the same sample were screened for the genes at the hatcheries, farms, slaughterhouse, retail products, in farm dogs, the farmers, wild birds and flies.

Further characterization of mcr-1 and NDM resistance traits to determine their genetic location in E. coli isolates recovered found that most of the blaNDM and mcr-1 genes were harbored on plasmids of varying sizes ranging from 3 to 280 kb; however, no co-location of blaNDM or mcr-1 on the same plasmid was evident. Plasmids identified as sources of the mcr-1 included IncX3 and IncX4 types. Conjugation assays were able to demonstrate the mobility of resistance for both the blaNDM and mcr-1 resistance traits among 24 and 20 donors respectively at frequencies of 3.7×10⁻³ to 3.2×10⁻⁵ and 9×10⁻¹⁰ to 5×10⁻⁷ cells per donor cell.

Of significant importance in this study is the analysis of sequence types detected among the E. coli strains examined and the demonstration of the association between the sequence types (ST) detected with similar STs found in humans and the food chain. An in-silico multi-locus sequence type analysis (MLST) from the sequenced genomes of carbapenamase-resistant E. coli recovered in the study demonstrated that the same sequence types, ST10 and ST156 could be found in chicken farms, slaughter houses, retail product and humans as well as flies, farm dogs and wild birds. Further analysis using single nucleotide polymorphism analysis (SNP) of the core genome of ST 156 strains found commonality among the STs from the disparate samples suggesting that these strains were being shared or moved around. The study also demonstrates the movement of these resistance traits among poultry, humans, the environment and even international spread of resistance.

One of the important take home messages from this paper is the demonstration of NDM as a dominant mechanism of carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) in China that appears to exist in both animals and humans. Also of concern is the fact that a considerable number of CRE (E. coli) strains sequenced possessed mcr-1 indicating that these organisms were resistant to both carbapenems and colistin and could be detected in a number of locations from the farm to the birds, slaughterhouse, retail products and people. Perhaps the greatest concern that this study highlights is that we still do not fully understand all of the bacterial (and other) reservoirs of these resistance genes and the detection of blaNDM and mcr-1 from direct samples that represented a greater overall prevalence of these two resistance genes than from E. coli alone recovered from these same samples, suggesting other sources of resistance for the “phantom resistome”. These studies therefore suggest we are considerably underestimating the prevalence and levels of carbapenemase and/or mcr-1–associated resistance that is out there. Figure 1 (reprinted with permission) demonstrates the movement of resistance from farms to humans, the food chain and vectors of resistance movement.

Overall, this paper has done an excellent job in understanding the epidemiology and movement of antimicrobial resistance linked with carbapenemase and colistin in food production in China, but it also raises more questions as to sources of the “phantom resistome” be it bacterial or otherwise and how to approach controlling antimicrobial resistance once it has emerged. Clearly, the study is timely as it describes the current situation with colistin before the withdrawal of the drug and it will be interesting to repeat this study in a few years to determine if the colistin and NDM resistance still remains in the absence of colistin use and its associated pressure.
Figure 1 Sample collection and transmission of blaNDM and mcr-1 in Chinese poultry production. The black circles represent different sections in the poultry-producing chain. The distances between sample collection points and study sites are shown. Possible transmission routes of blaNDM and mcr-1 are shown by arrows in red and blue, respectively. The large circle illustrates the transmission route of blaNDM and mcr-1 in different hosts from commercial chicken farm B. Transmission of blaNDM between humans and birds from the poultry-producing chain etc. is indicated by red dashed lines. Reprinted by permission from (24).
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